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I. Executive Summary 

 

Trillions of dollars are expended each year through the public procurement process, by which 

government institutions acquire the goods and services necessary to deliver services and grow 

their economies. One of the most crucial determinants of an individual procurement’s success is 

the quality of its technical specifications—detailed descriptions of the purchaser’s needs. In 

particular, such specifications are highly important in the procurement of products and services 

in technology-intensive markets, in which the authoring of technical specifications requires more 

specialized and current expertise in order to identify and obtain the best possible solutions.  

In order to help The World Bank (“The Bank”) improve the quality of the technical 

specifications used in the government procurements it funds, our team of graduate students from 

New York University’s Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service studied The World 

Bank’s procurement process. As part of this nine-month study, our team designed a system that 

would enable more expert input to be incorporated into the drafting of technical specifications as 

part of a transparent, public review process. Ultimately, in this paper, we present 

recommendations for The World Bank to adopt such a process in order to improve the 

effectiveness of its clients’ procurements, furthering its mission of reducing poverty. 

 As of fiscal year 2011, The World Bank had committed $167 billion for active operations 

overseen by approximately 400 procurement and financial management staff.
1
  Globalization and 

integration have paved the way for increases in the quantity of smaller contracts from developing 

countries, as well as the diversity of highly specialized and technology-driven contracts from 

higher income countries. Whereas one-off, large-scale infrastructure projects were previously the 

norm, staff are now being asked to support higher-value, technologically-driven goods and 

services. Small and innovative providers, which often drive new developments in technology, are 

left behind and bear the brunt of a system that is highly risk-averse, overly focused on 

compliance at the expense of outcomes, and not yet adapted to recent changes in the global 

economy. 

  A peer-networked solution that brings more expert input into the process of developing 

technical specifications is critical to ensuring that the optimal solutions are procured. An open 

and collaborative system to review, critique, and improve technical specifications could: 

 

● Reduce the amount of time necessary to develop technical specifications 

● Identify bias prior to publishing procurement documents (e.g., technical specifications 

and terms of reference) 

● Reduce risks of delays and/ or mis-procurement 

● Minimize the potential for fraud and corruption 

● Improve The Bank’s ability to engage innovative vendors across sectors and industries 

                                                 
1
 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND PROCUREMENT IN WORLD BANK OPERATIONS: ANNUAL 

REPORT FOR FY11, p.iii; The World Bank Operations Policy and Country Services, February 29, 2012. 
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● Increase transparency among vendors, borrowers, and civil society  

● Generate and accumulate a library of reusable specs  

 

Ultimately, after considering these benefits as well as the potential risks of such a system, we 

recommend a new, online, peer-based procurement process with the following features: 

 

Summary Recommendations for a Peer Network-Based System 

 Require a low-barrier, validated professional account (e.g. LinkedIn) to log in 

 Mandate acceptance of terms and conditions with disincentives or penalties for misuse 

 Publish users' identities transparently 

 Allow users to add high-level or specific feedback on draft procurement documents 

 Enable users to comment on, rate, or ‘flag’ other users’ feedback  

 

 

II. The Problem: Procurement and its Challenges 

  

Procurement is a process that allows countries to invest in public infrastructure, lifesaving 

technologies, and local industries. Borrowing countries (“Borrower(s)”) use funds lent to them 

by The World Bank to acquire goods, services, and works critical to achieving development 

goals.  Once a loan agreement between The Bank and the Borrower is in place, it is the 

responsibility of the Borrower to draft pre-bidding documentation outlining precisely what goods 

or services need to be acquired.  A critical component of this documentation, called a “technical 

specification,” is highly complex and must facilitate a fair and open bidding process. Once these 

and other pre-bidding documents are approved by The Bank, the Borrower then solicits bids for 

the good, service, or work desired, in a multi-stage process that is undertaken according to The 

Bank’s Procurement Guidelines. Finally, the Borrower evaluates and awards a contract to a 

vendor that best meets the need based, in part or wholly, on the price of the bid. 

The World Bank's role in the procurement process is complex. Its staff includes regional, 

country, sector, and project level managers who together are tasked with ensuring that the entire 

procurement process is fair, unbiased, and in compliance with The Bank’s policies. Staff review 

and approve procurement documents and procedures throughout the multi-stage process, 

providing support and guidance to Borrowers, authorizing the disbursement of funds as 

appropriate expenditures are incurred, auditing projects at their conclusion, and ultimately 

helping countries to build their internal procurement capacity. 
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  As development solutions continue to incorporate progressively more complex 

technologies, the challenges to developing effective pre-bidding documents, and in particular 

technical specifications, have increased dramatically. As Borrowers set out to procure solutions 

to some of society’s most demanding contemporary problems, the work of writing technical 

specifications often falls to individual consultants, who may not possess the breadth and depth of 

knowledge necessary for developing optimal specifications in the case of complex technologies. 

To augment the quality of specifications, these individuals may poll sector experts or consult 

with The Bank’s staff, who often face the same paucity of expertise. 

 More often than not, the language of procurement policy is not the language of technical 

experts. For procurement categories such as medical technologies and information and 

communication technologies (“ICTs”), the optimal solution for a given procurement may be an 

innovative, new, and little known technology. This dichotomy facilitates the haphazard 

development of specifications, resulting in, for example, a biased document that explicitly–even 

if unintentionally–references a particular product or vendor, a complication requiring the 

Borrower to essentially amend and reissue the request for proposals. These delays undermine 

The Bank’s commitment to efficient and economical procurements, and delay the 

implementation of projects at unknown costs and consequences to the Borrower and its citizens. 

The often dilatory tactics of a compliance-focused procurement system results in not only 

opportunity costs but also in solutions that are potentially more costly and less effective.  For 

The World Bank, sub-optimal specifications may lead to not just a damaged reputation in the 

global market and lowered staff morale, but also to a reduction in overall development impact. 

 The challenges and opportunities of the current procurement process are well demonstrated 

by a recent example: Moldova’s Governance eTransformation Project.  This $20 million project, 

announced in July of 2011, aimed to modernize public service delivery by: 

 

“Creating an opportunity for citizens and businesses to interact with government using 

web portals and mobile phones without a face-to-face contact, undertaking legal and 

regulatory reforms, and changing the mindsets of public servants and broader population 

through large-scale public communications and training and activities.”   

 

This transformation agenda was to be made possible through M-Cloud, an e-Government 

infrastructure system. The process by which technical specifications for M-Cloud components 

were developed, however, revealed the inability of the current process to effectively and 

expeditiously procure ICTs. Specifically, borrowers seeking to procure ICTs were hindered by a 

dearth of available expertise, which itself was exacerbated by the exponential pace of 

technological progression in the ICT field. 

 In this procurement’s first stage, a consultant engaged by Moldova’s e-Government Center 

led the development of the technical requirements and the implementation schedule for the first 

phase of M-Cloud. The consultant collected information from white papers and other publicly 

available sources and solicited guidance from The Bank itself.  Needing still more information, 
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after a time-consuming approval process, the consultant received permission to engage potential 

bidders regarding the marketplace’s existing products. These meetings led to the identification of 

a technology called a “storage volume controller” that would be most useful for M-Cloud. The 

technical requirements, receiving no objection by The Bank, were published in September of 

2011, referring to storage volume controllers as “SVCs”.  Importantly, however, as any of the 

vendors could have pointed out, an identifiable company’s product used the SVC abbreviation; 

in other words, the technical requirements were biased in favor of a specific vendor by naming 

that company’s product—similar, for instance, to specifying that one needs a “Kleenex”, a 

company brand, as opposed to a “tissue”, a general name for a type of good. After other bidders 

complained, the requirements had to be amended to exclude explicit references to SVC, and the 

bidding period had to be extended.  

 In assessing the procurement example above, the following challenges and opportunities 

are evidenced in the borrower’s experience collecting inputs: 

 

● Challenge: Procurement parties (The Bank & Borrower staff) alone do not possess 

sufficient expertise in high tech fields such as ICT or medical devices.   

Whereas borrowers routinely benefit from The Bank’s strength and experience in 

infrastructure development, the ICT sector presents new challenges.  For example, 

Borrowers have sufficient resources and experience available to them to procure the 

goods, works, and services necessary to construct a bridge, but Moldova’s e-Government 

Center was not similarly able to learn from existing specifications for prior cloud 

computing procurements.  In short, Moldova was forced to re-create the cloud-computing 

wheel. 

● Opportunity: Crowdsourcing expertise could reduce the amount of time spent 

developing technical specifications.   

In addition to the time lost to revision and the time spent re-issuing the amended 

technical requirements, Moldova achieved the task of developing technical specifications 

through a tedious outreach and collection process.  The Bank could use a crowdsourced 

tool to effectively reverse the flow of information, from active and individual 

solicitations by the borrower’s consultant, to a more efficient means of collection with a 

large volume of relevant data.  In addition, this data may be collected and stored in such a 

manner that it can be made available for subsequent procurements. 

 

● Challenge: Confidentiality compromises principles.   

The January 2011 Guidelines on the Procurement of Goods, Works and Non-Consulting 

Services require that the borrower’s procurement procedures and bidding documents are 

subject to review by The Bank prior to being made available to prospective bidders.  

Technical specifications are thus developed in relative isolation, contrary to The Bank 

procurement’s guiding principles of transparency and providing equal information and 

opportunity to compete. 
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● Opportunity:  Opening the process of developing technical requirements to public 

review supports The Bank’s guiding procurement principles. 

An open, network-based tool facilitates economy and efficiency by reducing resources 

devoted to developing technical specifications, provides equal information and 

opportunity to all actors, and exemplifies transparency. 

 

● Challenge: Expert input is needed to identify bias before specifications are made 

available to bidders.   

Whereas industry expertise quickly identified bias in the example above, neither Bank 

nor borrower were able to do so.  The Bank has fully acknowledged the need for its 

procurement policies to accommodate the transformation of the global economy in the 

last twenty years, and this is particularly urgent given the range and pace of development 

of ICT products.   

● Opportunity: Opening the development of technical specifications reduces biased 

requirements.   

An open-sourced, networked collection vehicle presents The Bank with the opportunity 

to more readily and more efficiently identify biased technical requirements by pooling 

distributed expertise.  Ultimately, a more efficient means of collecting input and readily 

identifying relevant data will result in open and competitive procurement. 

 

In sum, ICT procurements are severely constrained by both insufficient expertise and The Bank’s 

compliance-focused processes. The finite number of The Bank and Borrower staff devoted to 

procurement means that both parties potentially possess less than desirable knowledge of the 

marketplace and the underlying technical subject matter. Gaps in this knowledge will inevitably 

lead to sub-optimal technical specifications, and thus, technical specifications and terms of 

reference that fail to identify and procure the most innovative or effective solutions. 

 

 

III. Recommendations: Implementing a Peer-Based Procurement Process (“Peer to Procure”) 

  

A solution to this knowledge gap would be one in which The Bank and Borrower have access to 

the expertise necessary to develop more robust technical specifications and terms of reference. 

Such specifications would consider the full range of potential solutions, cite the most appropriate 

functional or performance requirements, include a means to evaluate performance, and reflect the 

specific industry segments’ price and value tradeoffs. 

  In order to achieve such a result, we recommend the creation of a peer network-based tool 

in which technical specifications would be posted online for the public’s review and feedback. 

The Bank and Borrower staffs would participate, as could independent technical, regional and 

general procurement experts. Similarly, interested citizens and civil society advocates could 

monitor local projects and help reinforce the integrity of a project’s procurements in a 
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transparent, public space. Perhaps more radically, with appropriate controls and procedural 

waivers, even potential bidders–who often possess the most salient industry expertise—could 

offer non-binding comments regarding, for example, how specific wording might exclude their 

non-traditional solution or lead to a sub-optimal outcome. 

 

A. Solution Principles 

At a high level, we believe that such a solution should conform to the following principles: 

 Simple: easy to use 

 Accessible: user-friendly language 

 Replicable: free and open source to others 

 Cumulative: a dynamic, searchable knowledge base 

 Transparent: open to the public 

 Monitored: can pre-screen or remove comments, ban users, and punish violating firms 

 Reputational: rating system recognizes the best uses 

 Iterative: permission to test, fail, and tinker 

 

B. Solution Hosting 

Given The Bank’s geographic footprint, fiduciary authority, and status as a procurement leader, 

we encourage The Bank to host the system, perhaps in collaboration with a third-party, non-

profit partner. As the standard-setter and lender, The Bank may be in a more appropriate position 

to manage the tool than would be individual Borrowers, and it is also likely to possess adequate 

resources, expertise and incentives. Such a tool could, of course, include appropriate disclaimers 

regarding the nature of The Bank participation and the lack of liability assumed for the tool’s 

operation. Of note, a similar model was used in the Peer to Patent project, where New York Law 

School managed the collection and filtering of all feedback on pending patent applications, 

forwarding the top feedback to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office for review.
2
 

 

C. User Participation: Parties and Incentives 

Critical design decisions for a peer network are determining who can participate and how they 

can participate. In order to maximize the volume of useful feedback submitted, we believe in 

attracting as many interested users as possible. Consequently, we propose a tool that requires low 

barriers to user participation and, ideally, one that relies on an existing, third party form of 

identity validation. In recognizing the possibility of unhelpful or inappropriate feedback, we also 

envision a tool that works preemptively to prevent biased or anticompetitive statements from 

ever being published, relying on both automated and manual approaches. Finally, we have 

sought to minimize any new tasks imposed on The Bank staff so that overall, in addition to 

improving the performance of The Bank and Borrower staff, the tool can serve as an information 

resource that does not impose additional time burdens. 

                                                 
2
http://www.peertopatent.org/. For more background, please see case study in Appendix. 

http://www.peertopatent.org/
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Below, we include a table of different potential system user types, along with potential 

incentives that might entice each type of user to participate. 

  

User Type Envisioned Participation Incentives 

World Bank staff ● Improve job performance 

● Improve reputation within Bank 

● Better support mission 

Borrower staff ● Improve job performance 

● Support sustainable development  

● Strengthen procurement capacity
3
  

Civil society & NGOs ● Protect public interest by promoting procurement integrity  

● Support transparency efforts 

Technical experts ● Improve reputation within Bank 

● Improve reputation with potential employers 

● Potential for direct compensation for feedback 

Potential bidders ● Business interest 

 

D. User Access  

The most successful tool will be one with prolific, diverse, and numerous communities of 

practice. For example, upon landing on the page with draft specifications, a busy, disinterested 

user should be able, with the click of a button, to provide their feedback on The Bank’s most 

critical questions and then exit the system within a matter of minutes. In addition to finding 

creative ways to direct such “time-poor” users to quickly provide feedback, one would also want 

to allow for the “time-rich” reviewer to provide feedback, which might include a careful, line-by-

line review of the specifications in their entirety. 

 This leads us to a tool in which a low-level of validation is performed in order to make the 

experience of providing feedback as efficient as possible. For example, users could be required 

to log-in with a LinkedIn account, allowing rapid but registered access. Users without LinkedIn 

accounts might also be allowed to provide feedback, but their feedback could be subject to a 

stricter level of scrutiny prior to publishing, much in the way that spam filters are more 

suspicious of e-mail accounts not in one’s address book. Additionally, if the tool offers rewards 

for quality of participation (e.g., comments featured more prominently, users featured more 

prominently for The Bank staff to consider as expert consultants for hire), the benefits of a well-

established system account would make experts averse to making statements that might hurt their 

                                                 
3
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/PROJECTS/PROCUREMENT/0,,contentMDK:21036562~menu

PK:2926825~pagePK:84269~piPK:84286~theSitePK:84266,00.html 
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reputation in the system and consequently reduce their attractiveness as a potential consultant. 

The ability of the system to recognize and rate bad feedback will also ensure that the most useful 

feedback is also the most prominent. 

 

E. User Identification  

From The Bank’s standpoint, we believe it is desirable to see the individual identities of as many 

users as possible. If an anonymous user provides useful feedback that is vetted by experts, then 

the usefulness of such a statement may outweigh concerns as to its origins, but the most faith will 

be able to be placed in comments from regular users with active profiles, which Bank staff could 

then browse in order to identify experts and potential consultants. Furthermore, tracking the 

tool’s best users would allow The Bank to grow its pool of potential consultants. 

 If The Bank believes that allowing individual users to “see” other users’ identities will 

offer too great a risk for offline collusion, then it may be best to only allow users to see “user 

type” (i.e., vendor, consultant, The Bank staff, Borrower staff, NGO or volunteer). However, we 

believe that the tool’s capacity to allow users to engage in debate with knowledge of each others’ 

identities will foster better communication and debate.  Finally, transparency would be served by 

allowing all users’ identities to be publicly displayed. Users could help The Bank identify 

fraudulent LinkedIn accounts, and the use of one’s identity in public may deter individuals from 

committing fraudulent or corrupt acts. 

 

F. Channels for User Feedback 

In order to attract a wide range of users, the system should be designed to cater to users of 

different availability and expertise levels by allowing for feedback at different levels of 

specificity (as discussed in “User Access”). In addition, the feedback provided in this system 

should be cumulative in nature. Rather than view each project as a one-off opportunity for public 

feedback, project feedback should be preserved and accessible for future, related procurements. 

 

Feedback 

type 

Presentation Target user Likely level of 

procurement 

knowledge 

Project-level Comments or a forum below a brief 

video summarizing the project 

Casual Very low 

Issue-level Comments prominently solicited to 

help solve the procurement’s greatest 

challenges 

Moderate Low 

Document-

level 

In-text comments or suggestions on 

specific document passages 

Heavy Medium-High 
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G. Types of Feedback Filters  

Additionally, feedback should also be filtered—in our view, based on integrity, appropriateness 

and efficiency. 

  

Principle Risk Addressed Potential Forms of Filters 

Integrity Price-fixing, Up-

selling, Bias, Collusion 

 Apply prospective algorithm-based screening 

 Require comments to be approved by staff 

prior to publishing 

 Allow users to downvote, flag or refute 

comments (“community policing”) 

Appropriateness Verbal abuse, Threats, 

Spam 
 Apply prospective algorithm-based screening 

 Require comments to be approved by staff 

prior to publishing 

 Allow users to downvote, flag or refute 

comments 

Efficiency “Noise”, Inefficiency  Prevent upload of large attachments 

 Highlight comments with most user upvotes 

 Highlight comments from users with best 

reputations (based on frequency and quality) 

 Separately-featured question responses 

 Document-level comment heat map 

  

H. Reconciling Peer to Procure with The World Bank Procurement Guidelines 

Currently, The Bank Procurement Guidelines are derived from four main considerations, or 

principles: ‘the need for economy and efficiency, the interest in ensuring that all eligible bidders 

have equal opportunity to compete, the desire to encourage the development of domestic 

industries, and the importance of having a transparent procurement process.’  The major 

transformation of the global economy seen in the last two decades should ultimately serve to 

facilitate and improve The Bank’s ability to uphold these principles, allowing open and 

competitive procurement in support of The Bank’s mission to help reduce poverty.   

Importantly, the Initiating Discussion paper published by The Bank as part of the 

Procurement Review identifies one such opportunity…“the use of technology and e-government 

has vastly changed the way public procurement can be executed.”  Below, we include examples 

of how such a system would further core principles of The World Bank’s procurement. 

 

World Bank Principle How Peer to Procure would Support Principle 

1. Economical, efficient  Confidence in fit-for-purpose, best available price 
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project implementation  More robust technical specs mean reduced risk of delay, 

mis-procurement 

2. Equal opportunity to 

compete 

 Bias is more easily identified with open development 

 Improved ability to engage vendors across sectors and 

industries 

3. Encourage development 

of local industry 

 Library of specs enables training and education 

 Local providers are given a voice and an opportunity 

4. Transparent  Draft specifications would be open for public review 

 All input from potential bidders would be public 

 

I. Risks of Adopting Peer to Procure 

One key risk of a peer-networked tool is the potential for collusion or price tampering. 

Unchecked, individuals could make statements signaling bid price-points or anonymously flood 

the system with feedback in hopes of benefitting one particular firm. Similarly, multiple firms 

could collude to allow different firms to win different contracts, as they could attempt to upsell a 

Borrower. But many of these risks already exist offline, so it is best to consider the net effect of 

such a tool. In other words, what is the net increase or decrease in the likely amount of fraud and 

corruption, and to what extent is such fraud and corruption likely to be offset by cost savings and 

performance improvements? 

 Another risk lies in the potential for an online system to facilitate greater offline collusion. 

For example, IBM may be bidding against Microsoft and Google for a contract. Given that 

executives involved in the bid may not know who their counterparts are, currently it may be 

more difficult for collusion across firms to occur. However, if the online system “mirrored” 

individuals’ identities back to each other, allowing everyone to know who was interested in a 

contract at different firms, it might facilitate bribes and collusion. On the other hand, all of this 

activity will be occurring in the public sphere, and this heightened transparency may reduce the 

total amount of corruption. 

 

J. Benchmarking and Evaluation 

To increase transparency in the development of technical specifications, the success of a peer-

networked tool would need to be measured with equal transparency. Initial metrics would 

include the number of projects posted, average number of comments received, and number of 

experts providing feedback. It would also be useful to ‘see’ where experts are based, the areas of 

expertise specified, and the quality and quantity of their input.  

 By comparing similar projects that were developed before and after the creation of the tool, 

The Bank would be able to measure the new tool’s efficacy. For this, it is important that The 

Bank perform an outcome evaluation after any pilot to determine the success and usefulness of 

the tool. In order to perform an outcome evaluation, the projects in the pilot should be randomly 

selected alongside a control group of projects not in the pilot. Measures would include, for 

example, the number of bidding firms per set of specifications, the average unit cost for a given 
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procurement type, the amount of time it takes from the start of the procurement to the contract 

being awarded, the amount of time it takes to fulfill the procurement, the region of the 

procurement, and the sector. The Bank would use this data to compare whether or not 

procurements processed with the tool have a greater development impact than procurements 

processed through the existing system. 

 

 

IV. Design Mockups: Peer to Procure Illustrated 

 

In order to bring our recommendations to life, over the pages that follow, we include several 

design mockups, or imagined screenshots, that are intended to illustrate what such a tool might 

look like if designed, coded, and implemented.  

 

Screenshot #1: “Project Page” to quickly learn the buyer’s purchasing goals  

We found it important to summarize the information contained in draft technical specifications at 

a very high level. Brevity is instrumental in order to attract new vendors and players to the 

market, because only the biggest companies have the needed manpower to routinely read 400-

page documents looking for opportunities. Also, there is a lower probability of making mistakes 

if one is forced to focus on a brief description of the project, the problem, and the need, which 

facilitate high-level project comprehension. If those goals are achieved, savings and efficiency 

are more likely to be obtained. 

Additionally, beyond words, we suggest other medium for interaction. Crowdfunding and 

collaboration platforms like Kickstarter and OpenIDEO typically also have projects include 

videos in order to engage larger audiences. For procurement, this level of participation could be 

especially applicable when projects are at an earlier, scoping and definition stage. By having a 

broader pool of thinkers, the odds of finding alternative projects, problem definitions, and 

solutions increase exponentially. For someone who is more interested in the specifics, a second 

and deeper level of interaction should be made available. These two levels of information are 

both connected and distinct. Finally, by featuring comments, project trends and prize questions, 

the design places the community and collaboration at the center. 
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Screenshot #2: “Technical Specifications Page”—full  text draft procurement specifications, 

shaped by a community of practice 

For users that are able to provide greater depth and added value, the system will offer full-length 

draft specifications, to which users can add specific comments or propose potential edits. This 

collaboration would be transparent and multi-party, as inline edits and comments are open for 
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everyone to see, trace, flag, like or dislike. Vendors, citizens, academics and experts engage in 

public conversation and build visible threads, like the one shown in the screenshot below. 

Moreover, by aggregating this interactions, the system will provide heat maps—areas of the 

specification that are more critical and contested, so that a better informed decision can be made 

by The Bank or Borrower.
4
 

 

 
 

                                                 
4
 See Appendix 1 to find additional screenshots showing the Expert Public Profile and the User’s Homepage. These 

two screenshots provide an idea of the information that would be visible to the public, data analysis that would 

suggest projects of interest to the participants, and reputational incentives for collaboration.  
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V. Conclusion 

 

The traditional bureaucratic model, in which it was expected that sufficient expertise lay in the 

human resources within the organization, no longer holds true. This assumption’s modern failing 

is due, in part, to increased market specialization, and the problem is particularly acute in 

procurement interactions between those traditional organizations and firms that produce or 

provide technology intensive products or services.  This change has elevated the need to 

collaborate with diverse stakeholders to the top of the organizational innovation agenda.    

 By implementing a more open procurement system like the one described herein, a system 

that would allow for transparent and collaborative decision-making, The World Bank can 

increase the effectiveness of the billions of dollars in development loans that are spent by its 

borrowers, for which even a small improvement (percentage-wise) in spending efficiency could 

result in a highly meaningful development impact. Moreover, by successfully deploying a 

transformative process innovation in the often criticized world of procurement, The Bank would 

see a multiplier effect in its positive influence as other governance institutions incorporated 

similar features into their own procurement processes, improving the effectiveness of public 

funding spent on procurement. 
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VI. Appendix 1: Additional System Screenshots 

 

Screenshot #3 – Expert Profile (Bank and Borrower User View) 
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Screenshot #4 – User Homepage (Registered User View) 
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VII. Appendix 2: Team Case Studies 

  

In order to study other prominent peer networks and e-procurement tools, particularly those 

relating to governance institutions, we researched a number of different models.  In particular, 

we studied different knowledge management tools and their underlying design principles. The 

key issues we considered after researching these tools were: 

● Incentives - how to get knowledge holders and knowledge seekers to use the tool?  The 

most motivational incentives typically are not financial - they involve reputation and 

recognition. 

● Design - how to capture both explicit (what lives in a document) and tacit (what lives in 

someone’s head) knowledge?  How to foster collaboration and make a radically simple, 

useful tool? 

● Implementation process - the tool we design must be immediately useful in solving real 

time problems.  Rolling it out across a large, complex organization is difficult work.  

Users must see instant utility, and they require careful training and marketing.   

  

First, we include detailed case studies on two initiatives: Peer to Patent and RFP-EZ. Second, we 

include a brief exhibit of several other models that heavily rely on crowdsourcing: OpenIDEO, 

Amazon Mechanical Turk and Wikipedia.  
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Situation: 

● In order to foster innovation and economic progress, the U.S. government rewards 

inventors who take risks and invest in the development of new technologies by protecting 

significant inventions with a “patent”: an exclusive right to manufacture, use and sell the 

invention for a limited number of years. 

● Responsibility for granting patents is held by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

(USPTO), which is charged with determining whether or not the invention is deserving of 

a patent, meaning it is sufficiently novel (not yet invented) and non-obvious (not a trivial, 

inevitable technological advancement from the status quo). 

● A USPTO patent examiner searches arcane databases for examples of “prior art”: 

evidence of similar pre-existing inventions that is crucial to patent decisions. One patent 

examiner spends perhaps half of a workday on a decision that will determine millions or 

billions of dollars of profit for a company. 

● Patent decisions may be reviewed by higher-level officials, but there was no public input 

due to a perceived conflict of interest: industry experts were believed to be too “invested” 

to provide unbiased advice. 

  

Complication: 

● With the advent of computing and programming, the number of patent applications is 

skyrocketing, creating a growing, multi-year backlog of inventions with patents pending  

● USPTO struggling to decide whether or not new high tech inventions deserve a patent: is 

the technology sufficiently novel and non-obvious? 

● The result of this backlog is billions of dollars in economic uncertainty and inefficiency. 

● The result of poorly granted patents is the twenty-year retardation of innovation in a field. 

  

Intervention: 

● Peer-to-Patent: pilot program that allowed public and industry experts to submit 

supplementary evidence of prior art to U.S. patent examiners. Public did NOT make 

binding decisions on patents, and patent examiner was free to ignore feedback. 

● Result was multiple eyes looking for the needle in the haystack instead of one person 

searching all of modern civilization for evidence of the applicant’s invention. 

● Rather than flooding patent examiner with feedback, users rated each other’s submissions 

for relevance, leaving only top ten (then six) submissions forwarded to examiner. 
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● Pilot program had no favoritism because prior art could be submitted by any individual. 

● Pilot program fair to patent applicant because peer-to-patent program was “opt-in,” with 

the offered incentive of having one’s patent application skip the backlog. 

● First two-year pilot program was limited to 189 applications in software and business 

method applications 

  

Results (see also: http://www.uspto.gov/news/pr/2010/10_50.jsp): 

● During the initial two-year pilot program, 2,700 individuals from 140 countries registered 

as peer reviewers and 600 items of prior art were submitted 

● Not enough cross-commenting, Disengagement once submitted, Lazy in annotations 

● Still, high approval ratings from USPTO staff: 73 percent felt practice would be helpful if 

implemented as regular office practice (interesting, because probably counter to their own 

job security.) 

● Public submissions improved patent decisions: examiners reported relying upon prior art 

in their decisions in 20 percent of cases. 

● Peer to Patent’s success has led to the USPTO expanding its pilot several times to 

encompass a far larger set of high-tech, difficult-to-award patents in fields such as  

biotechnology, bioinformatics, telecommunications, and speech recognition. 

● Peer to Patent has been replicated by the United Kingdom, Japan, Australia and others. 

  

Features of Peer to Patent: 

● Opt-in approach: patent applicant chooses to allow heightened public scrutiny on 

application (and advance exposure of invention’s technical specs)  in order to expedite 

receipt of patent decision 

● Open participation: anyone could register to submit feedback 

● Feedback filtering: only most useful feedback presented to patent examiner, limiting 

potential for spam or other time-wasting submissions. 

● Document uploading: ability to upload files, not just comment. 

● Game dynamics: non-monetary recognition (e.g., “Prior Artist Awards”) was awarded to 

public contributors for submissions that were relied upon by examiners. 

● Limited feedback timeframe: response window for public submissions set at three 

months (beginning with second pilot) 

● Iterative pilot testing: several iterations of the program over six years: still expanding. 

● Initiated, financed and managed by extra-institutional actors: various non-profits and 

industry players (GE, HP, IBM, Article One Partners, Microsoft, Open Invention 

Network, and Red Hat) contributed funds to finance the program, and New York Law 

School’s Center for Patent Innovations designed and managed the program in 

collaboration with USPTO. 

 

http://www.uspto.gov/news/pr/2010/10_50.jsp
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Situation: 

● U.S. Government spends billions annually to procure products and services. 

 

Complication: 

● Process of identifying and bidding on a contract can be complicated and time-consuming 

for vendors, making it more difficult for a small business to compete with a more 

experienced federal contractor. 

● Vendors repeatedly must resupply information in myriad places in bidding documents 

● Disparate federal procurement staff are often wasting time “reinventing the wheel” by 

separately writing new statements of work (SOWs) for similar products and services; 

drowning in paperwork. 

● The quality and consistency of SOWs can differ significantly. 

 

Intervention: 

● RFP-EZ is a pilot project designed to make it easier (and faster) for small businesses to 

bid on Federal contracts and for the Federal government to gain access to small 

businesses providing cheaper and better technology solutions. 

● RFP-EZ attempts to attract more bids from small businesses by simplifying the 

registration and bidding processes and improving SOWs. It does this to improve federal 

agencies’ access to information about small businesses, to help officers evaluate 

proposals more quickly, and to improve how information (including prices paid by 

federal agencies) is captured and stored. 

● Four main elements of RFP-EZ 

○ SOW Composer—helps program staff write SOWs that contract staff will 

approve. Includes advice on writing each step of SOW, only asks for entering 

agency name, sections of contract so that content can be automatically populated. 

○ Marketplace and Bid Maker—makes it easier for small businesses to find and 

bid on contracts. Includes business information, services, price ranges, examples 

of best work. Brief registration process for all non-blacklisted companies. All bid 

submissions are hosted online. 

○ Bid Monitor—makes it easier for contracting officers to source and award bids. 

○ Reporting—helps government collect data and make more informed contracting 

decisions 
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Results: 

● RFP-EZ launched on 1/17/2013 after six months as part of the PIF program. Two weeks 

later, (as of 2/2/2013), there were: 

○ 5 projects available for bidding, including website development, website 

enhancements, database enhancements, and a transactional email system. 

○ 2 agencies participating (SBA and HHS) 

 

Features of RFP-EZ: 

● Limited to “simplified acquisition threshold” projects: Qualify for simpler 

procurement procedures because the value of the contract is between $3,000 and 

$150,000. 

● Limited to specific types of procurements: initial pilot allows for web-based digital 

professional services – services like web design and development, social media, digital 

video, etc. 

● Open source software: intentionally publicize programming code on GitHub to 

stimulate innovation and collect feedback from public. 

● Simplified bidder registration: Bidders initially fill out barebones application--only 

those selected for final review are then asked to undergo full vetting. 

● Simplified contract language: Instead of “information distribution platform design,” ask 

for “web design.” 

 

 

Video on RFP-EZ: http://presidential-innovation-fellows.github.com/rfpez-blog/. 
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 OpenIDEO Amazon Mechanical 

Turk (MTurk) 

Wikipedia 

What is being 

crowdsourced? 

Complex design solutions 

to solve problems 

Human Intelligence 

Tasks (HITs) needed 

by organizations. A 

type of crowd-

outsourcing 

The meaning of 

everything 

Administrator’s 

role 

Organizing phases 

(inspiration, concepting, 

applause, refining, 

evaluation, realization); 

Moderating discussion 

Providing the 

platform, setting the 

standards 

Pointing out 

inconsistencies or 

point-of-view 

problems or biases. 

Participants’ 

Incentives 

Reputational and career 

development (HR 

application); Personal 

identifier 

Money. Personal 

identifier 

Being right and 

making your views 

available on the issues 

that you  

care and know about; 

Personal identifier 

Typical 

question 

crowdsourced 

“How might we improve 

maternal health with 

mobile technologies in low 

income countries?” 

“Need email 

addresses of New 

York City lawyers” 

“Encyclopedia entry 

on the American 

Revolution” 

Aesthetics Beautiful, color coding, 

videos, etc. 

Very cold, not design 

intensive 

Standardized, and 

flexible in terms of 

pictures, video, etc. 

What can we 

learn? 

Complex problems require 

incentives and some kind 

of active moderation; 

Asthetics help set the stage 

for this kind of interaction; 

HR use by The World 

Bank 

Low complexity and 

high volume tasks 

can be efficiently 

solved by the crowd. 

Passion about issues 

and the eagerness of 

being right can be 

enough of an incentive 

to participate 
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VIII. Appendix 3: Project Interview List 

 

● World Bank-affiliated Interviews: 

○ Chris Browne, Chief Procurement Officer 

○ Julia Bucknall, Manager, Water 

○ Marcelo Donolo, Procurement Specialist 

○ Ben Gericke, Sr. Highway. Engineer & Team Task Leader 

○ Shaun Moss, Special Adviser, Procurement Operations Services 

○ Oleg Petrov, Team Task Leader, ICT  

○ Matthijs Schuring, Water Anchor - Transport, Water & ICT Department 

(TWIWA)/ Water Partnership Program Coordinator 

○ Gurcharan Singh, Sr. Procurement Specialist Global ICT Policy 

○ Randeep Sudan, Lead ICT Policy Specialist  

○ Chris Vein, Chief Innovation Officer for Global ICT Development  

○ Aleem Walji, Director, Innovation Labs, World Bank Institute 

 

● External Interviews 

○ David C. Becker, Director for Civil Military Activities Integration; Center for 

Technology & National Security Policy 

○ Brian Behlendorf 

○ Mike Holland, Chief of Staff, Center for Urban Science & Progress 

○ Andrew Hoppin, Former CIO, New York State Senate 

○ Clay Johnson, Presidential Innovation Fellow, White House RFP-EZ Project 

○ David Johnson, Law Professor, Institute for Information Law & Policy 

○ Peter Levin, Former CTO, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 

○ Beth Noveck, Founder, Peer to Patent 

○ Federica Pelzel, Former Chief of Staff, E-government, City of Buenos Aires 

○ Andrew Rasiej, Chairman, NY Tech Meetup 
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IX. Appendix 4:  Team Bios 

  

Katherine Frew is a Master of Public Administration candidate specializing in public policy 

(2013). With nearly a decade of experience in non-profit fundraising and administration, 

Katherine currently works in administration, strategy and organizational development for the US 

office of WaterAid, an NGO specializing in providing access to safe water, sanitation and 

hygiene education in some of the world's poorest communities. Prior to NYU, Katherine worked 

in development at the Santa Fe Institute, a multidisciplinary center for the theoretical sciences, 

and served as an English co-teacher in the Seoul Metropolitan school system. Katherine holds an 

undergraduate degree in Music with a minor in History from the Indiana University School of 

Music and will be running her second marathon in 2013. 

 

Rika Gorn immigrated to the United States from Tomsk, Russia in 1992. In 2008 she received 

her B.A in political science from Hunter College. After graduating from college, Rika was hired 

as Program Director at COJECO– a non-profit organization in New York City that works to 

provide social services and aid to immigrants from the Former Soviet Union. At COJECO, Rika 

was given the amazing opportunity to manage grants and projects at 14 different city agencies 

and community centers, as well as to provide regular trainings in Germany, Russia, and Israel. In 

2010, Rika developed the Blueprint Fellowship, a social entrepreneurial fellowship that gives 25 

immigrants small grants to create innovative community projects. In its third year, the fellowship 

has graduated over 60 participants and has developed into its own thriving community. 

 After volunteering at the Police Reform Organizing Project (PROP) at the Urban Justice 

Center in 2011, Rika turned her sights to working at the intersection of immigration, human 

rights, and criminal justice reform. Since May 2012, Rika has been interning at the Vera Institute 

of Justice, in the Center on Immigrant and Justice, on work relating to policing in immigrant 

communities, homeland security, and the immigration consequences of criminal convictions. 

Rika is also the co-chair of the Students for Criminal Justice Reform (SCJR). 

 

Juan Pablo Giraldo is a recently graduate of the MPA in Public and Nonprofit Management & 

Policy Program at NYU Wagner. After graduating from the Universidad Externado with a BA in 

Finance and International Relations, he first worked as an assistant to the Deputy Minister of 

Social Protection in Colombia and then, from 2005 until August 2011, Juan worked at the 

Department of National Planning in Colombia, first as an adviser and then leading the Public 

Administration Reform Program (PRAP in Spanish). The PRAP dealt mostly with public sector 

reform in areas that included procurement, restructuring, and information management. After 

completing his MPA, he plans to focus on his interest in the intersection between technological 

innovation, design thinking, and social entrepreneurship. In addition to being a TA for Jeffrey 

Hollender, co-founder of Seventh Generation Inc., he is a board member of Bridge, Wagner's 

Student Association for Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship, and a tutor in Statistics.  
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Kevin Hansen works at The GovLab at New York University, where he received his Master in 

Public Administration and was a David Bohnett Public Service Fellow at NYU Wagner. He 

came to NYU Wagner from Washington, D.C.’s Executive Office of the Mayor, where he 

managed the DCStat program and oversaw targeted mayoral initiatives while supporting the 

development of agencies’ budgets and strategic plans. Prior to his experience in public service, 

Kevin worked for the international management consulting firm Bain & Company, where he 

contributed to a diverse range of organizational strategy projects, including several within the 

defense industry. 

Kevin received his B.S. in political science and a B.B.A. in accounting from The University of 

Iowa, by which he has been honored for his mentorship as a distinguished alumnus of the 

Hawkinson Institute of Business Finance. He is also an Eagle Scout. 

 

Daniel Saat is pursuing a dual MBA/MPA degree at NYU.  He is passionate about the 

intersections between finance, data, organizational development, and social change. From 2005-

2010 he worked as Senior Financial Analyst for Tides, a social enterprise that provides 

infrastructure services to a network of thousands of nonprofits, philanthropists, activists, and 

social entrepreneurs. In the summer of 2011 he interned with the Reut Institute, an Israeli public 

policy strategy group, and during the summer of 2012 he with worked in Beijing China with 

CreditEase, China’s largest peer-to-peer micro lending platform. Daniel holds his undergraduate 

degree from the Wharton School of Business at the University of Pennsylvania, with a minor in 

Middle Eastern Studies. 

 

Alexandra Skayne is a recent graduate of New York University’s Robert F. Wagner Graduate 

School of Public Service. She received a Master’s of Public Administration with a specialization 

in public policy analysis. She had previously attended New York University as an undergraduate 

and received a Bachelor’s of Arts degree in English and American Literature. Alexandra 

currently works as a policy analyst for the New York City Criminal Justice Coordinator, a subset 

of Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg's Office where she fulfills a variety of roles, including acting as 

program manager for the Mayor’s Interagency Task Force on Truancy, Chronic Absenteeism and 

School Engagement. She has previously worked in external affairs for the 9/11 Memorial, as 

well as in communications for Mayor Bloomberg's office. Her interests are centered around New 

York City public policy, including education, housing preservation and development, and 

juvenile justice. 


